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that between subject and object there is by no means the
absolute separation that our rational xiiind distinguishes.)
What happens without, happens also within him ; and what
goes on within him, also takes place without, I observed a
very beautiful example of this when I was among the Elgonyi,
a primitive tribe living on Mt Elgon in East Africa. At
sunrise they spit on their hands and then extend the palms
towards the sun as it comes over the horizon. "We are
happy that the night is past/' they say. Since the word
adhista means both God and the sun I asked: " Is the suii
God ? " They said ".No " to this and laughed, as if I had
said something especially stupid. As the sun was just then
high in the heavens, I pointed to it and asked: " When the
sun is there you say it is not God, but when it is in the East
you say it is God ? " There was an embarrassed silence
till an old chief began to explain. "It is so/' he said.
" When the sun is up there that is not God, but when it
rises, that is God (or then it is God) " (adhista mungu). It is
immaterial to the primitive mind which of these two versions
is correct. Sunrise and its feeling of release are for him the
same divine experience, just as night and its anxiety are 'one
and the same. Naturally his affect is more important to
him than physics; therefore he registers his affect-phantasies,
For him night means snakes and the cold breath of spirits,
whereas morning means the birth of a beautiful god—adhista
m'zuri.
Just as there are mythological theories that seek to explain
everything as coming from the sun, so there are lunar theories
that do the same with the moon. This comes simply from
the fact that there are countless myths about the-moon;
and among them a whole host in which the moon appears
as the wife of the sun. The moon is the changing experience
of the night, therefore it coincides with the primitive's sexual
experience with woman, who is for him also the experience
of the night. But the moon can as well be the injured brother
of the sun, for at night affect-laden and evil thoughts of power

